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You are here, finally!
We wish you a warm

If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never quite
got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at the maps
on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on the west coast of
Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas - one of the largest bays in
this country - which includes southern part of the state of Nayarit to the north
and the northern part of Jalisco to the south. Thanks to its privileged location
-sheltered by the Sierra Madre mountains- the Bay is well protected against
the hurricanes spawned in the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on
October 25, 2002, but actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200
kms north of PV. The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands,
thus the similarities in the climate of the two destinations.
AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 325,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average
of 300 sunny days per year. The temperature
averages 28°C (82°F) and the rainy season
extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great
variety of animal species such as iguana,
guacamaya, deer, raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses
two Marine National Parks - Los Arcos and the
Marieta Islands - where diving is allowed under
certain circumstances but fishing of any kind is
prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit
of the humpback whales, dolphins and manta
rays in the winter. During the summer, sea turtles,
a protected species, arrive to its shores to lay
their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly
on tourism, construction and to a lesser degree,
on agriculture, mainly tropical fruit such as
mango, papaya, watermelon, pineapple,
guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
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CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal
currency in Mexico although Canadian and
American dollars are widely accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with
different routes. Current fare is $8.00 Pesos
per ticket and passengers must purchase
a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined
zones of the town. Do not enter a taxi
without agreeing on the price with the driver
FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may
want to check the rates usually posted in the
lobby. Also, if you know which restaurant you
want to go, do not let the driver change your
mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying
more than you should, in a second-rate
establishment! There are 2 kinds of taxi
cabs: those at the airport and the maritime
port that can only be boarded there. They
have pre-fixed rates per passenger. City
cabs are yellow or white, and charge by the
ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go
downtown, remember that your fare covers
the ENTIRE central area, so make sure you
are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the
driver! Note the number of your taxi in case
of any problem, or if you forget something
in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can
help you check it out or lodge a complaint.
Uber has also been available in PV for the
past year or so. Download their app in your
smartphone.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is
on Central Time, as is the area of the State of
Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the north to the
Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La
Cruz de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho,
Punta Mita, etc. North of Lo De Marcos,
Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on

Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the
cost of long distance calls from your hotel
room. Some establishments charge as much
as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from
the U.S. and Canada may be programmed for
local use, through Telcel and IUSAcell, the local
carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re
calling. Omit the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 10%-15%
of the bill at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys,
taxis, waiters, maids, etc. depending on the
service. Some businesses and offices close from
2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later.
In restaurants, it is considered poor manners
to present the check before it is requested, so
when you’re ready to leave, ask «La cuenta, por
favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a
higher rate of exchange than the exchange
booths (caja de cambio), though not all offer
exchange services to foreigners. Better yet,
if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds
from your account back home. Try to avoid
exchanging money at your hotel. Traditionally,
those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel
is everything you ever dreamed of, you should
experience at least a little of all that Vallarta
has to offer - it is truly a condensed version of
all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos
and Ixtapa, were developed. Millions have
been spent to ensure that the original “small
town” flavor is maintained downtown, in the
Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a
Mexican vacation must inevitably lead to an
encounter with Moctezuma’s revenge is just
that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification
of purity for human consumption. It is one of
only two cities in Mexico that can boast of such
accomplishment. True, the quality of the water
tested at the purification plant varies greatly
from what comes out of the tap at the other end.
So do be careful. On the other hand, most large
hotels have their own purification equipment
and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified
bottled water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American
tourists often fall in love with one of the many
stray dogs and cats in Vallarta. Many would like to
bring it back with them, but believe that the laws
do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would
like to bring a cat or a dog back home, call the
local animal shelter for more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning
would be to take one of the City Tours offered by
the local tour agencies. Before boarding, make
sure you have a map and take note of the places
you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten
path. Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus
takes you. And don’t worry - this is a safe place.
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City of Vallarta to provide
garbage collection service
For years, the municipal government has been actively
seeking a definitive solution to the problem of trash on the
streets of Puerto Vallarta, caused by a long-term contract
signed by a former mayor that gave Proactiva an expensive
monopoly on garbage collection.
However, the current administration managed to bring all
this to an end last week, when the final payment of the early
termination agreement signed on December 21, 2016 was
made, and the Proactiva contract was finally terminated.
In his third and last government report, the acting mayor,
Rodolfo Domínguez Monroy, said that in addition to the
municipality taking over the garbage collection, the City
Council is implementing various measures to improve the
service, with the support of the IP.
The interim mayor added that the timely collection of
garbage has been an issue that he had to live with personally
in his capacity as director of Municipal Public Services at the
beginning of this administration, when trash that Proactiva
left behind remained on the streets for days, creating a
serious public health and image problem for our city.
“With three decisive actions we achieved a solution: we
recovered the garbage collection concession from the private
company by making the last payment stipulated in the
agreement; we acquired 25 new trucks with the support of local
businessmen, and we implemented a daily collection system,”
he said, emphasizing that the municipality has one of the
State’s best sanitary landfills for the final disposal of garbage.
(Sources: Lorena Sonrisas - BanderasNews.com, puertovallarta.gob.mx)
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Highway tolls raised between 1% and 6%
Automobile tolls went up between 1% and 6%
today on most of Mexico’s principal highways.
Capufe, the federal highways and bridges
operator, said one of the highest increases is on the
heavily used highway between Mexico City and
Puebla, where tolls went up by 5.7% to 165 pesos.
On the Mexico City-Querétaro highway, also a
busy route, the toll went up by 1.2% to 166 pesos.
Although the Mazatlán-Durango highway has
proved costly to maintain, motorists will pay only
1.5% more with the new toll of 601 pesos.
Travelers between Monterrey, Nuevo León, and
Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas, started paying 253
pesos today, up 4.1%.
The fee on the highway connecting the Veracruz
cities of Córdoba and Veracruz rose by 3.5%, to
206 pesos, while in Tamaulipas motorists driving
between Reynosa and Matamoros will pay 77
pesos, 2.6% more.

The only route where tolls remain unchanged is
Mexico City-Acapulco, one of the most heavily
used highways. The price is still 530 pesos.
Capufe is a branch of the federal Secretariat of
Communications and Transportation and operates
a network of 42 highways and 32 bridges, 12 of
which are international. The last time highway
tolls went up was in January.
(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com, Milenio)

Mexican director Guillermo del Toro won the prize last year

Mexican film director Alfonso Cuarón
won the top award at the Venice Film
Festival today, the second consecutive
win for a Mexican filmmaker.
Cuarón won the Golden Lion for his
film Roma, which was a big hit at the
festival, topping Italian critics’ lists
and getting glowing reviews, Variety
reported today, dispelling any suspicion
that favoritism might have influenced
the choice.
The jury was headed by Guillermo
del Toro, the Mexican director who
won the Golden Lion last year for The
Shape of Water. He was the first Mexican to win the
award.
Roma is a black-and-white drama based on
Cuarón’s memories of growing up in Mexico City
in the 1970s and is centered around two indigenous
domestic workers who take care of a small family in
the middle-class neighborhood of Roma.
Critics have almost unanimously described the
Spanish-language film as “shimmering” due to its
cinematography, Reuters reported.
Todd McCarthy of the Hollywood Reporter said
the film contains “some of the most luxuriantly

beautiful black and white images
you’ve ever seen.”
Today’s win in Venice is also a victory
for Netflix, which has purchased
the distribution rights. There was a
debate earlier this year between the
streaming company and the Cannes
Film Festival, which has a rule that to
enter the Cannes competition a film
must be released in French theaters
and cannot be available on streaming
platforms until three years later.
Netflix refused to go along with
the rule and decided that no Netflixbacked productions will go to the Cannes festival
next month.
There has been speculation this week that Roma
could become a nominee for best picture at the
Academy Awards. Only 10 foreign-language films
have been nominated for the award in the history of
the Oscars.
Cuarón won best director in 2014 for Gravity, which
received 10 nominations.
Del Toro won best picture and best director for The
Shape of Water at this year’s Oscars.
(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com, Variety, Reuters)
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SHOWS THIS WEEK
Fri Sep 14
“Life Drawing” art workshop
with male nude model - 8 pm
Sat Sep 15
Mexican Fiesta - 4 pm
Loteria, Ballet Folklorico, Amber (male
belly dancer) - 7:30 pm, Cheko Ruiz &
Danny Renteria - 9:30 pm
Sun Sep 16
Yuvia Niebla - 5 pm
The Red Suitcases 7:30 pm
Classic rock/pop
Salsa & dancing lessons - 8 pm
Tue Sep 18
Tongo Latin/Cuban 5 pm
Edgar Roxha - 7 p.m.
Wed Sep 19
Joby Hernandez 5 pm
Pop/rock favorites
The Red Suitcases 7:30 pm
Classic rock/pop
Thu Sep 20
Zoe Wood & Eduardo Leon - 5 pm
Nuevo flamenco / Latin
Paco Ojeda on Music
“Viva Mexico!” - 7 pm
Open Mic - 7:30 pm
Fri Sep 21
Luis Villanueva 7:30 pm
Pop/Latin classics
Open 4 to 11:30 pm Tues to Sun.
Casual dining: 4 to 11 pm
Happy Hour - 4-6 pm
The Zen Hour - 4-5 pm
Happy Hour - 10 pm to closing
No cover in the piano bar.

109 Insurgentes - Romantic Zone
223-9756 Tickets, info & Calendar: www.incantovallarta.com

Mexico, Canada must work together
to tame ‘beast’ in White House: Fox
Former president Vicente Fox has urged Canada to join Mexico
in the trade deal already reached with the United States so the two
countries can work together to confront the “wild beast” in the White
House. In an interview on the Canadian radio show The Current
punctuated by his trademark blunt language and provocative humor,
Fox also described United States President Donald Trump as “the
elephant in between” Mexico and Canada and said that Mexico
City and Ottawa need to help each other when dealing with him.
“We must stick together, because the challenges are in the East,
[they] are in other economies, and we have to remain strong, remain
successful, remain competitive, remain productive,” he told host
Anna Maria Tremonti.
“Now we know Trump much better than before and he’s not
a good dealer,” added the former National Action Party (PAN)
president, who held office from 2000 to 2006.
“It’s clear his game. He attacks first, he tries to reduce the
capacities of the opponent, and then he takes all the marbles, and
like a good kid, he runs away with the marbles.”
Trump announced last Monday that the United States and
Mexican had reached a bilateral deal that could exclude Canada
and after four days of negotiations failed to yield a trilateral pact, he
reiterated that possibility via Twitter Saturday. “There is no political
necessity to keep Canada in the new NAFTA deal. If we don’t make
a fair deal after decades of abuse, Canada will be out . . .” he wrote.
Turning to the topic of drugs, Fox said that Mexico was caught
in the middle in the illegal drug trade, sandwiched between drug
producing countries such as Colombia and Bolivia to the south and
large drug-consuming markets to the north.
The marijuana legalization advocate, who was in Toronto
in his capacity as one of the newest members of the board of
Canadian medical cannabis company Khiron Life Sciences Corp,
said that Mexico itself is not a big drug-consuming nation.
“The big, the huge consumer markets of drugs are the United
States, and secondarily Canada,” he said.
In a separate interview with Bloomberg last week, Fox said that
marijuana trade should be included in an updated NAFTA deal. “We
can change criminals for businessmen, we can change underground,
illegal non-taxpayers into an industry, a sector of the economy.”
(Source: www.cbc.ca)
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Oil auctions to go ahead as new government warms to energy reform
There are no plans to suspend oil
auctions scheduled for February,
the president of the National
Hydrocarbons
Commission
(CNH) said yesterday, providing
a sign that president-elect
Andrés Manuel López Obrador
is retreating from plans to wind
back the 2014 energy reform.
Sergio Pimentel said that rounds
3.2 and 3.3 of oil auctions are set
to go ahead on February 14, 2019,
stating that “there is no official,
formal sign that these processes
will be suspended.”
López Obrador has said that that
future oil auctions could be
cancelled or suspended and that
his government will review oil
and gas contracts that have been
awarded to foreign and private
companies in auctions already
held.

However,
Carlos
Urzúa,
nominee for finance secretary in
the incoming government, said
in July that if no irregularities are
detected in the contracts they will
be honored.
In round 3.2, rights to explore
and exploit 37 onshore oil and gas
fields will be up for grabs and are
expected to generate investment
of around US $3.3 billion,
according to the Secretariat of
Economy.
In round 3.3, nine offshore
blocks containing an estimated
53 billion barrels of crude will
be auctioned. The blocks, the
first ones containing shale gas
to be sold, are forecast to attract
investment of around US $2.3
billion.

In a more concrete sign that the
next government will remain open
to foreign and private investment
in the energy sector, López
Obrador said yesterday that his
administration would launch new
tenders for drilling oil wells as
soon as it is sworn in as part of
a plan to increase Mexico’s crude
output.
Mexico’s crude production has
fallen to 1.8 million barrels per
day, the lowest level in decades.
“We are already preparing
tenders for the drilling of wells,
and we are getting ready because
we are going to launch those
tenders from the first days of
December. We’re going to allocate
75 billion pesos [US $3.9 billion]
to this emerging program,” López

Obrador told reporters in Mexico
City.
The president-elect, who will
be sworn in on December 1, said
he will meet with employees of
state oil company Pemex and
other oil sector representatives in
Villahermosa, Tabasco, tomorrow
to discuss plans to initiate the
process.
“We are preparing the rescue
plan for the oil industry that
will consist of producing more
crude oil soon, and we will need
companies that have experience,
most of them national companies,”
López Obrador said.
The president-elect explained
that in addition to offering
the exploration tenders, his
government will also hold
a tendering process for the
reconfiguration of Pemex’s six
existing oil refineries to increase
production capacity and the
construction of a new one at Dos
Bocas, Tabasco.
“With the new refinery, we are
seeking to stop buying foreign
gasoline in the medium term,”
López Obrador said.
“We have to lift petroleum
production and in a short time
because it stopped, oil exploitation
slowed down in recent times and
that’s why there is a decline in oil
production.”
The president-elect added
that the support of all petroleum
workers would be required
to achieve the goal of lifting
production.
The
energy
reformed
implemented by the current
federal government opened up
the energy sector to foreign and
private companies for the first
time in 75 years.
(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com,
Milenio, El Financiero)
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Joe Harrington

Collateral Beauty & Three Cracks in the Right’s Wall
Movies: This week a movie
from a year and a half ago
called Collateral Beauty. Why
am I going archival rather than
a new release? Nothing much
opened in the remote town I
live near and I stumbled on this
one on television. This movie
demonstrates -by putting it in
clear perspective- that critics
and the audience view a movie
differently. Rotten Tomatoes top
critics gave this effort a dismal
14% while the paying audience
gave it 67%.

Here’s the top seven cast
members: Will Smith, Helen
Mirren,
Edward
Norton,
Michael Pena, Naomie Harris,
Keira Knightley and Kate
Winslet.
That’s heavy hitters and fitting
as the movie contains very heavy
themes. Smith is part of an ad
agency in Manhattan, married
with a six-year-old daughter.
She contracts a brain tumor and
dies. Devastated, Smith writes
letters to Death, Love and Time.
His ad agency partners’ fear for

his mental health as his grief
deepens.
This movie has shades of
Dickens’ A Christmas Carol
not only because the setting is
at Christmas time but because
instead of ghosts of Christmas
past, present and future, the
wraths represent Love, Death
and Time.
Here are two vicious reviews
by top critics.
Peter Travers of Rolling Stone
wrote: “It’s near impossible to
make a movie with no redeeming
features - but this tearjerker hits
the zero-stars jackpot, taking an
all-star cast on a journey from
absurd to zombified with frequent
stops at pretentious.”
And Moira MacDonald of the
Seattle Times followed this right
hook with a straight uppercut to
the jaw: “Collateral Beauty, a
movie so earnest it almost has
Tom Cruise in it, misses its mark
by a mile, stranding an impressive
cast whom you’d think would
have better things to do.”
Ouch.
However, there’s that pesky
audience that has to plunk down
its own money to see a flick rather
than sitting at home waiting for
the DVD to show up from the
studio. I am part of that crowd.
Online at Rotten Tomatoes,
audience member Jennifer posted

the following: “Giving rise to the
idea that everyone has something
they are running from. I do not
think this was a feel good movie
meant to uplift people because that
is not how death works. Death is
wounding and leaves a scar on
the people it touches for the rest
of their lives and that is what this
movie says. Yes, that person may
be in heaven and a better place,
but they are still not here holding
your hand and that is what death
is about. It is okay to feel these
feelings and you do not just “get
over” someone dying and live a
happy healed life. You live, but
there is still a mark on your life
from that death. This movie sends
that message perfectly.”
To which I add a fervent,
“Amen.” I have suffered the loss
of people I deeply loved who died
way before their time. I think of
these people often as they were
not only loved ones but mentors.
I think of them and what they
would have advised when I face
a difficult choice – meaning they
are still with me.
This movie made me weep
and it reminded me of how true
Jennifer’s words are. This is a
hard movie to watch. But it is
hard because it addresses a hard
subject – how to handle crushing
loss.
Continued on next page...
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This movie’s actors, I assume,
chose this movie to be a part of
because they saw, just as I did, the
heartfelt meaning that Jennifer so
aptly described.
& Madness: What a week.
We have the announcement
that Bob Woodward, featured
investigative journalist in All
the President’s Men, has a book
coming out called Fear: Trump
in the White House. Remember
Deep Throat? The whistle blower
whose identity did not become
known for decades. Well, now
we have Anonymous, the whistle
blower who wrote an op-ed piece
to The New York Times.
Enraged, POTUS claimed this
was treason. It is not. It is an
example of the use of a citizen’s
rights under the First Amendment
– the same amendment that
allows me the freedom to write
this column.
But, that right notwithstanding,
the witch hunt for the author
began in earnest with folks from
the VP to generals and cabinet
members coming forth stating
categorically they did not write
that op-ed. Curious why they did
this as no law was broken.
But cracks are starting to appear
in the White House Wall as people
are no longer standing silent when
Trump states a whopper.

For instance: POTUS made
the declarative statement that
the gross domestic product was
higher than the unemployment
rate for the last hundred years.
That is a lie,
First crack in the Rights Wall:
two hours after the president
made this statement Fox News
research – as in FOX NEWS
(a.k.a. ongoing propaganda
outlet for the White House) –
issued a statement that there
have been 63 quarters where the
GDP growth was higher than the
unemployment rate since 1948.
Second crack: the chairman
of the White House Council
of Economic Advisors, Kevin
Hassett, when asked about the
president’s claim, stated, “The
initial fact to what the President
said, I don’t know the whole
chain of command. But what
is true is that it’s the highest in
10 years. And at some point,
somebody probably conveyed it
to him, adding a zero to that, and
they shouldn’t have done that.
And I could say that we numbers
geeks here at the White House
are grateful for - when the press
finds mistakes that we make.
We don’t like making mistakes,
but we’re grateful when they’re
pointed out because we want to
correct them. And you might

have noticed that I gave Sarah a
bad number a few weeks ago. It
was 100 percent my fault, and I
apologized immediately. And we
created it. And, you know, you’d
have to talk to the President about
where the number came from, but
the correct number is 10 years.
And then I said I would come
forward.”
My understanding from the
paragraph above is that any geek
can tell POTUS anything and
there is no buffer – meaning a
fact checker like every reputable
newspaper in the country has –
between that geek and the leader
of the country. This reminds me
of the claim right after the election
that Trump’s electoral college
count was the highest since
Reagan’s. Another whopper.
Back to Bob Woodward and
his version of the truth going on
in the White House. We have a
president who lies daily. We have
an investigative journalist who is
so well respected even Lynsey
Graham - on the talk show circuit
last Sunday - referred to him as
such standing behind everything
he wrote in his book Fear.

This is an absolute example of
why one builds their credibility
through their life because there may
come a time that you need folks to
believe your side of the story.
I believe Bob Woodward.
Third crack: An Associate
editor of Real Clear Politics and
a regular on FOX NEWS, A.B.
Stoddard, said about the anon oped piece that called the president
amoral: “It’s not his amorality,”
she said, “it’s his temperament.
He’s impulsive and erratic. He
changes his mind quickly. He lies
frequently. He’s not judicious.
And he’s not measured. And he
doesn’t have the temperament
for the hardest job on the planet.
It’s not that he’s amoral. It’s that
the way that he conducts himself
as commander-in-chief makes
everyone scared and that’s why
they’re thwarting his agenda.”
I have been waiting a long time
for people on the right to state
what has become so obvious
to the rest of us: Democrats,
10% of the Republicans and
Independents like myself.

Joe Harrington
Is an internationally published author and documentary film director. He can be reached
with suggestions or criticisms at JoeMovieMadness@Yahoo.com. Artwork by Bob Crabb.
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Act II Newsletter (2018-2019 Season)
Here’s a summary of the
2018-2019 Act II Shows, starting
with the Main Stage. In next
week’s issue, we will publish the
schedule for the Red Room.

Part 1
Act II is delighted to announce the
lineup for its 2018-2019 season!
This year promises to be the BEST
EVER, with NINE stage productions
on the Main Stage, including six
musicals, a stage play, a brandnew tribute to variety shows, and a
musical extravaganza featuring the
music of one of the most well-known
Classic Rock musicals in history!
The Red Room welcomes the return
of many of its favorite performers, as
well as the addition of some exciting
new faces!

A few VIP Season Passes are still
available for the 2018-2019 season, but
they are going fast. There are lots of
benefits to having a VIP Season Pass,
including a savings of almost 50% on
opening nights for all the shows in both
the Main Stage and the Red Room,
access to a private, secret website, giving
you access to inside information about
Act II, and VIP SEATING at all shows
that you attend, plus much more! If you
are interested, please contact Danny
Mininni right away before they are all
gone! dannyminni@yahoo.com

Opening Night – Wednesday, October 31st
This hilarious tale of a down-and-out Skid Row floral
assistant, the girl he loved, and a strange new, maneating plant threatening to tear their world apart was
one of the longest-running Off-Broadway shows and
has become a household name! Directed by Alfonso
Lopez, (the uber-talented director of “Rocky Horror”
last year), this beloved horror/comedy/rock/musical
is another first-class production at Act II and brings
back the sounds and ambiance of 1950s’ rock ‘n’ roll
era. It stars many of your favorite Act II actors, plus
some wonderful new faces, including Maria Rose,
Joey Martinez, Alex McLachlan, Andrew Sands,
Shawn Morgan, Eli Estrada, Sasha del Oceano,
and Ximena Pena Esperanza.    It also features the
return of Act II Managing Partner, Danny Mininni,
to the stage, with his portrayal of the crotchety and
hilarious “Mr. Munchnik!” With its delightful cast
and toe-tapping music, Little Shop is a must-see this
season! Feel free to don your favorite “Little Shop of
Horror-inspired” outfits and enjoy a fun-filled evening!
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Opening Night - Sunday, November 11th
After an irrefutably positive response to its
preview last Spring, Act II brings back this
hilarious, Off-Broadway smash hit, with its
five MALE musical comedy performers! This
“unholy” version features uproarious horseplay
and side-splitting jokes that are performed by
some of PV’s finest actors, Bert Ramirez, Shawn
Morgan, José Jasso, Roberto Gomez, and
Al Carswell. Directed by Alfonso López and
choreographed by Steven Retchless, “Nunsense
A-Men!” is the kind of show that picks you up
and shakes you around and makes you want
to dance. What more could you want from a
musical than passion and laughter and fun? This
is a show not to be missed at Act II Stages!

Opening Night: Monday, November 19th
Don and Rhonda Productions (and their
live band) celebrate the time when you and your
family used to sit in a one-television home and
enjoyed the variety shows of Sonny & Cher,
Laugh In, Smothers Brothers, Captain &
Tennille, Tony Orlando & Dawn, Donny &
Marie … and so many more. “Boob Tube” is a
heartwarming show that will transport you back
to those magical 70’s and have you humming the
tunes that you can’t get out of your head. This
show is a nostalgic trip down Memory Lane.

Opening Night Ball - Tuesday, November 20th
In Act II’s inimitable style, co-producers,
Danny Mininni and Alfonso Lopez, add

some hilarious twists and turns to this magical
and much-loved story! It is the perfect family
excursion! With its breathtaking costumes,
extraordinary choreography and memorable
music, the “little ones” in the audience will
be enthralled! But the adults will also enjoy
the seemingly impossible challenges of the
set transformations, as well as the occasional
irreverent and sometimes unexpected humor
in the dialogue! This crowd-pleasing, oldfashioned (with its new twists) musical is a
winner! There is real theatrical magic to be
enjoyed, and seeing Cinderella riding in the
carriage to the ball under a moonlit sky and
singing “Impossible” is one of the most magical
theatrical moments you will ever experience!

in Puerto Vallarta.” Come and take a step back
in time as you enjoy this art-deco styled theme
of Gershwin music, starring the “king and queen”
of Vallarta’s musical revues, Alfonso Lopez
and Marsha Ward Ross, along with Mary Jo
Nelson, Sasha del Oceano, Alberto Ponce, and
Andrew Sands!

Opening Night - Wednesday - December 12th
The Puerto Vallarta Gay Men’s Chorus
(PVGMC) (and selected ensembles) will
present a merry mixture of traditional Mexican,
American, and Canadian carols, as well as some
beloved sacred music and fun pop songs. The
PVGMC chorus features the talents of gay men
from Mexico, the United States and Canada.
They perform choral music that entertains,
enlightens and unifies the audience, as well
as its members, while building bridges of
greater understanding, acceptance and love
between communities, cultures, families, and
friends. They are warmly embraced by the
local Mexican and Ex-Pat community, as well
as tourists of both cultures. This time of year
brings back recollection of some of the most
memorable times spent with family and friends.
Buy your ticket today and celebrate the most
magical season of the year with the PVGMC!

Opening Night: Tuesday, December 18th
“I’ve Got Rhythm” features the best songs you
never knew were composed by Gershwin, music,
duets, solos, and mini vignettes of song, dance and
story, that represent many of the real events that
occurred in the lives of the Gershwin brothers,”
says director, Alfonso Lopez. “Each song
‘sparkles’ with pure ‘Americana’ from the 1920’s
and 30’s. Song, dance, fun, joy, and exuberance
are performed by six of the most talented singers

Opening Night:   Saturday, January 5th
The Foreigner is actually the first show that
was directed by Danny Mininni (at the Boutique
Theater) when he came to Puerto Vallarta 10
years ago, which performed to standing-room
only houses! “It was The Foreigner’s success
that made me realize that great entertainment
in PV could be viable!” says Danny. “What
better way to celebrate Act II’s 5th anniversary
than to bring back the play that started it all!”
The Foreigner is the story of two guests,
Charlie Baker, and Staff Sergeant, Froggy
LeSueur, at a resort-style fishing lodge in rural
Georgia. Charlie is depressed because his
beloved wife may be dying. To help his friend,
Froggy tells Betty Meeks, who owns the lodge,
that Charlie is the native of an exotic country
who does not understand a word of English.
Betty, who has never traveled, is delighted to
cater to a stranger who is “as foreign as the day
is long.” Before long, things start to go awry, as
Charlie finds himself privy to assorted secrets
and scandals freely discussed in front of him by
the other visitors. Charlie must “learn” English
quickly and think on his feet if he wants to save
the lodge and his new friends.   This hysterical
romp is filled with slapstick, and surprisingly,
romantic comedy! It has enough warmth and
truth in it that it is not only funny, but also often
moving. This is solid entertainment and one of
the funniest shows you will ever see!
Continued on next page...
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Opening Night: Friday, January 11th
Presented by Don and Rhonda Productions,
“HAIR, THE CONCERT” features the music
of the 1960’s musical that brought rock and roll to
the theatrical stage! This groundbreaking show
celebrated youth, the hippie counterculture,
anti-war movement and sexual revolution of
the 1960’s with a score of unforgettable hits,
including “Hair,” “Aquarius,” “Easy to be Hard,”
and “Good Morning Starshine,” all of which
have become part of our pop culture. (Sorry, the
Act II version will have no nudity! Haha)
Don Pope and Rhonda Padmos have been
a staple in Vallarta entertainment for more
than 30 years. Act II Entertainment constantly
endeavours to bring big-stage hit musicals
to its small and intimate stage. How do you
bring huge, iconic musicals to the stage? You
partner up with Don and Rhonda Productions,
famous for bringing classic rock and 60’s genre
alive! Their most recent productions were the
sold out hits, California Dreamin’ and last year’s
Woodstock ‘69. Currently in their 6th season at
Act II, Don and Rhonda are thrilled to be a part
of another Act II entertainment season!

Tensions run high as Roxie and Velma vie for
the spotlight and the attention of the adoring
public - all from behind bars. The two gals vie
for the same lawyer, Billy Flynn, to help them
win their freedom, and they play the public from
prison to help win fame for when they’re finally
free, although instead of being onstage, they
are mugging for the cameras of the newspaper
reporters. This spectacular musical is as addictive
as gossip rags, and as unforgettable as any trial of
the century. It is the one show you can always
count on to give you the thrills and memories that
only come from seeing a Broadway musical. It
is an unforgettable journey into the crime and
corruption of the 1920’s.

ABOUT THE VENUE

Opening Night: Monday, April 2nd

Opening Night: Friday, January 19th
Directed by Edoardo Rocha and produced
by NuName Productions, “Chicago” has
everything that makes a musical great: It is a
universal tale of greed, fame and fortune set
in 1920’s Chicago; it has one show-stopping
tune after another; the sets are incredible; the
costuming is exquisite; and it features some
of the best dancing you could ever imagine!  
The story begins as Roxie Hart is sent to prison
for killing a man who tried to walk out on
her. While in prison, she meets Velma Kelly, a
big-time vaudeville star, who is locked up for
murdering her sister and philandering husband.

spray cheese, roadkill, hysterical pregnancy, a
broken electric chair, kleptomania, strippers,
flan, disco and MORE! This show is absolutely
fabulous! It is a reminder that you can still have
fun at the theater. So don your favorite “trailer
trash” outfit, leave your political correctness at
the door, and get ready for an utterly outrageous,
over-the-top and out-of-control evening of
smiles and laughter!

“You had me at the word trailer trash,” said
Danny Mininni to co-producer Alfonso Lopez,
when he handed him the script. “The Great
American Trailer Park Musical” is, hands down,
one of the funniest shows that has ever been
presented at Act II! There is no “PC” found
in this show! In an out-of-control world that
seems chronically offended, it is refreshing
to finally be able to enjoy satire, jokes, and
exaggerations without getting all bent out
of shape and hurting someone’s feelings.
Directed by the talented Alfonso Lopez, “The
Great American Trailer Park Musical” is the
story that takes place in the Armadillo Acres
Trailer Park. Norbert and his agoraphobic wife,
Jeannie, a hot young stripper, Pippi, and the
Greek-chorus-like trio of women Linoleum,
Betty and Pickles, is each dysfunctional in their
own right! It has all the elements of a great
story….agoraphobia, adultery, ‘80s nostalgia,

Act II Stages of Puerto Vallarta
engages, inspires, entertains and
challenges audiences with theatrical
productions that range from the classics
to new works. We train and support
the next generation of theater artists,
we provide arts education programs
that promote lifelong learning to a
diverse community, and we celebrate
the essential power of the theater to
illuminate our common humanity.
Tickets to all shows can be purchased
online at act2pv.com, at the box office,
which opens at 4 p.m. on show days, or
at the 2nd Box Office location, across the
street from Garbo’s on Pulpito Street in
the Romantic Zone.
The Act II Entertainment Stages
complex is located upstairs on the
corner of Insurgentes and Basilio
Badillo on the South side of Puerto
Vallarta. For more information, call
222-1512, or follow Act II on Facebook.
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Three days every week,
Come and cook inside EL ARRAYÁN’s kitchen
Starting this October 8th, cooking classes are back!
Claudia Victoria R. & Carmen Porras E. co-owners of EL
ARRAYÁN Mexican Restaurant are excited to share with you,
that starting on Monday, October 8th, they will resume their
Traditional Mexican Cooking Classes. Carmen Porras and Chef
Diego Sánchez are teaching a wide range of classical Mexican
dishes. They will use more than 50 different recipes from diverse
regions in Mexico during this season. As in the last 12 years,
since cooking classes started at EL ARRAYÁN, they will include
different types of classical dishes, ceviches, moles, tamales, fresh
salsas and desserts.
Carmen & Diego will share secrets of traditional Mexican
cuisine for each class. During this cooking experience you will get
advice, cultural, historical, ingredient & recipe knowledge.
Description of Cooking Classes:
Breakfast + Tour + Class + Lunch on Mondays
Meet at EL ARRAYÁN at 9:30 a.m. Go for traditional Mexican
breakfast, visit to the market & tortilla factory. Come back to EL
ARRAYÁN, receive printed recipes in English and embroidered
apron. Receive hands on instruction in English. Have lunch of
what you have cooked. Includes one drink or one glass white or
red Mexican wine.
Transportation that is included: restaurant to > breakfast > to
market & back > to restaurant. We are usually finished around
2:45 p.m.
Class + Lunch on Thursdays or Saturdays
Meet at EL ARRAYÁN at 11:00 a.m. Receive printed recipes in
English and embroidered apron. Receive hands on instruction in
English. Have lunch of what you have cooked. Includes one drink
or one glass red or white Mexican wine. We are usually finished
around 2:45 p.m.
For both types of classes you will be learning and having for
lunch: Appetizer, main course, dessert & fresh salsa. All very
traditional Mexican food recipes. You may also have the chance to
try to make tortillas with fresh corn masa, if time allows the group.
If you are ready to learn the secrets from dedicated professionals,
this class is for you! Learn in their all stainless steel restaurant
kitchen, have tons of fun, at the same time, and bring the flavors of
authentic Mexican cuisine to your home. The entire team invites
you to be a part of this unique experience where the aromas, flavors
and colors of Mexico come together in one place ...
For cooking class reservations and more information,
including full menus, pricing, payment form, for individual
classes & groups, please send an e-mail to owner Carmen
Porras at arrayanclasses@gmail.com or call El Arrayán.
About EL ARRAYÁN:
This is a Mexican restaurant with soul, in an intimate setting.
Established in Puerto Vallarta since 2003, it offers a rich variety

of authentic Mexican dining options, where only the best recipes
are cooked with local ingredients of the highest quality. This
makes them a proud representative of Mexican cuisine, declared
by UNESCO “Intangible Heritage of Humanity” in 2010.
* TripAdvisor 4.5 Points, Certificate of Excellence
* Listed in the prestigious guide books: Fodor’s, Frommer’s,
Lonely Planet, Marco Beteta, Travel guide, listed as one of “The
Best 5” Best Traditional Mexican restaurants.
Located at 344 Allende downtown, just 4 blocks from El
Malecón. Open from 5:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. Closed on Tuesdays.
Reservations for dinner can be made at http://elarrayan.com.
mx/en/reservation/ or call (322) 222 7195. They accept: Visa,
MasterCard and American Express.
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Krystal Frost

Medical Marijuana
There’s been quite a buzz about
the medical merits of Marijuana. I
had no idea how big the industry had
become in the 25 U.S. states where
it’s legal, and on a global scale with
over 30 countries approving with
considerations, including MEXICO.
Basically, they all agree that you can
grow some, process some and keep
some on hand... and buy some ready
made from your local producer.
Support of medicinal cannabis has
skyrocketed, thanks to the growing
body of research that shows its
therapeutic value for a range of
health conditions. Cannabis may
be able to treat or alleviate the
symptoms of a variety of serious
ailments, including cancer, HIV/
AIDS, epilepsy and much more.

Here are the top 10 uses.
1. Multiple Sclerosis
Multiple sclerosis is a disease that
affects the brain and spinal cord.
Symptoms vary both in type and
severity, but typically include pain,
spasms, balance issues, tingling,
vision problems and more. Research
published in the Multiple Sclerosis
Journal found that cannabis based
medicinal extracts can significantly
reduce the spasticity and pain
associated with multiple sclerosis
while having few adverse effects on
patients.
2. Spinal Cord Injury
Caused by trauma to the spine,
spinal cord injuries are known
to affect motor skills and can
potentially lead to total loss function
in some parts of the body. Research
suggests cannabis can help patients
treat the pain and muscle spasms
that are often symptomatic of a
spinal cord injury, with investigators
from the Oxford Centre for
Enablement noting that “Cannabis
medicinal extracts can improve
neurogenic symptoms unresponsive
to standard treatments”.
3. Spinal Cord Disease
The term ‘spinal cord disease’
refers to any spinal cord issues
that develop for reasons other than
trauma. Multiple sclerosis, spina
bifida, syringomyelia and spinal
stenosis can all be considered
examples of spinal cord disease.
Patients living with a spinal cord
disease may find therapeutic value
in using cannabis based medicine,
thanks to cannabis’ ability to
alleviate spasticity and pain – two
of the most common symptoms
associated with spinal cord disease.
4. Cancer
Responsible for about 30 percent
of all deaths, cancer is the leading

cause of death the north, according
to figures reported by the Canadian
Cancer Society. While cannabis
can’t cure cancer, it can drastically
reduce the severity of symptoms
and improve quality of life for
patients.
Research shows that
both THC and CBD (two of the
key active components found in
cannabis) can stimulate appetite,
which may help with the weight
loss, anorexia and cachexia that
many cancer patients experience. In
addition, cannabis is very effective
at combating the nausea caused by
conventional cancer treatments such
as chemotherapy.
5. HIV/AIDS
HIV/AIDS treatment has come a
long way over the last decade or so.
While modern therapy allows those
with HIV/AIDS to live a long and
mostly healthy life, the side effects of
the treatment can be challenging. A
number of studies show that medical
cannabis can improve many HIV/
AIDS-related symptoms, including
anorexia, weight loss, severe nausea
and more. For instance, a study
published in the Journal of Pain and
Symptom Management found 97%
of HIV patients reported improved
appetite with medical cannabis
treatment, while 94% experienced
reduced muscle pain and 93 percent
reported improvements to both
nausea and anxiety.
6. Arthritis
‘Arthritis’ is an umbrella term that
refers to the inflammation of a joint.
There are more than 100 different
types of arthritis, with some of
the more common types including

osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis,
and psoriatic arthritis. Symptoms
typically include swelling and
redness around the joint, reduced
range of motion, stiffness, weakness
and severe, ongoing pain. It’s the
latter symptom that cannabis is most
effective at treating. In one study
into the efficacy of cannabis as a
form of pain relief for rheumatoid
arthritis, researchers noted that “a
significant analgesic effect was
observed and disease activity was
significantly suppressed”.
7. Epilepsy
The disorder is characterized
by seizures, which range from
relatively mild (a moment of
impaired concentration) to extreme
(total loss of consciousness and
awareness).
Cannabis-based
medicines – and CBD-dominant
products in particular – have proven
to be very effective at reducing the
frequency and severity of epilepsy
seizures. With that said, medical
cannabis should only be used in
treatment-resistant cases of seizures.
8. Inflammatory Bowel Disease
The term ‘inflammatory bowel
disease’ (IBD) describes disorders
that result in inflammation of the
digestive tract, including ulcerative
colitis and Crohn’s disease. Research
published in Digestion found that
IBD patients experienced a variety
of health benefits from using
cannabis. Factors such as physical
pain, social functioning, general
health perception, ability to work
and depression all saw notable
improvement.
9. End of Life Care
Studies have shown that medicinal
cannabis may also be an effective
treatment option in palliative care,
which could be vital in the years
ahead as many nations come to
terms with aging populations.
Research published in Current
Oncology found that medical
cannabis could “provide further
relief from distressing symptoms
and spiritual suffering”, while
improving patients’ overall quality
of life.
Continued on next page...
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10. Insomnia
Research indicates that both THCand CBD-dominant cannabis-based
medicines offer effective therapy for
a range of sleep disorders, including
insomnia. Cannabis is thought to
reduce sleep latency, induce drowsiness
and improve quality of sleep.
AND… we have had clients tell
us they use CBD oil on their pets.
One guy says he gives it to his
nervous, high strung cat by mouth,
and he calms right down. We were
concerned about using the oil on cats
because they are very sensitive. We
would rub a drop or two on the inside
of the ear for a cat, and it seems to
be ok. Another dog owner said he
gave CBD oil orally to his dog, that
was dying and in pain. The CBD oil
helped him a lot to ease the pain and
relax the pet.
FACTS:
There are a lot of different
strains depending on what type of
medication you need. Basically
there are two active components
Cannabinoids, produced by the
cannabis plant. More than 100
different cannabinoids have been
identified, but research has focused
on only two of them so far: delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and
cannabidiol (CBD).
THC - is the substance known to
cause the psychoactive effects or the
“high” felt from cannabis. Scientific
studies, as well as anecdotal evidence,
suggest that THC is effective in
Post-Traumatic Stress from cancer
treatment, helps patients with
insomnia, inflammation and pain.
CBD - lacks nearly any
psychoactive effect and is showing
promise with epilepsy, including
children with a severe form called
Dravet’s Syndrome. CBD has also
been used successfully by patients
with genetic brain disorders, Crohn’s
disease and ulcerative colitis, and
Parkinson’s disease.
CBD also helps to make the “high”
caused by THC more tolerable and
can have an impact reducing the
likelihood patients will experience
paranoia or anxiety caused by THC.

Usually there is a mix of both
components with one outweighing the
other, depending again on the strain.
There are two classifications
of Cannabis.
SATIVA - is what grows almost
wild here in Mexico and supports a
larger quantity of THC.
ENDICA - Which supports a
higher content of CBD.
Within those two classifications,
there is an infinite amount of strains
and everyone has a fav. There are a
couple of ways the medication is taken.
CBD OIL - is an easy way to keep
it on hand as it can be used topically
for pain and internally for anxiety,
pain, inflammation and insomnia
Its easy to administrate by dropper.
The product is fused with a natural
oil, hopefully sesame seed or olive
oil. This can also be used in VAPE
or on pets.
Tincture
is
stronger
oral
medication. This is processed with
alcohol. Start with a couple of drops
and see how you feel. Used for IBS,
AIDS, HIV...
RSO (Rick Simpsons Oil) is supper
strong and dispensed by match-head
amounts as it’s like axel grease.
My brother who is a registered
grower in Oregon smeared some on
me, and I was out for 24 hours…
so be very careful with this eatable
especially if you are not use to
medications.
Locally, someone I heard of
brought some white kush (endica)
seeds down from Oregon and crossed
it with local sativa... and voila. A
nice healthy cross for pain, anxiety
and inflammation medication.
So it turns out that those of us
raised in the 70 and 80s were
probably exposed to this natural
wonder… which our parents warned
us about.

Krystal Frost
For questions and comments Cell: 322 116-9645,
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com

Anna Reisman

Is it my imagination or are there even more people
in town than there were last year in September?
As we walked along the Malecon back then, we were pleasantly
surprised to see that all the sidewalk tables were filled with happy
folks having breakfast, lunch or dinner, but this year they’re
everywhere. And there’s nowhere to park, with yellow lines
appearing all over the place, sometimes overnight… Of course,
I must mention the taxi stands that have taken over significant
amounts of the few spaces that were still available for those of us
who have to drive cars. I guess it’s only going to get worse once
they open the last stretches of the highway from Guadalajara.
This past week, I’ve been helping a friend of mine who invested
in a condo – which we now have to furnish so that he may rent
it out. Fun and games… The downside is that when suppliers
don’t arrive when they said they would, even if promised! After
waiting for over an hour, we called one of them to find out what
had happened. The answer: “It’s raining.” Yeah, so? I asked
the gentleman why it was that I could be there, losing precious
time, while he couldn’t. He didn’t have an answer. I asked him
what would happen if it rained the next day too. He didn’t have
an answer. This is the point where most people would say, “It’s
Mexico”. Viva Mexico!
To be fair, there are way more good folks than the other kind.
We decided to go to the Impulso de Aguila bazaar to see if we
could find some small items that were missing. The bazar is
located out by Lomas del Coapinole, at the feet of the Sierra
Madre, the very outer limits of town, about a block away from the
offices of the Tribune where I used to work, so many years ago.
Of course, I got lost again, just like I used to back them – and
that even with GPS technology! The good people who run that
incredible operation are super efficient, and friendly. Everything
was delivered on time …and placed on location. Kudos!
Yes, Viva Mexico! This weekend is this country’s big
celebrations of its Independence Day. This march to independence
actually started during the last years of the 18th century, in the U.S.
and France. Mexico waited until 1810 to start its revolution. If
you haven’t attended the celebrations in past years, not to miss:
the Charro parade on Friday, starting at Lazaro Cardenas Park at
11 a.m., and the culmination of the historical events on Saturday
evening in the main square starting at 8 p.m. Keep your fingers
crossed for the rain to hold off -or end in time- on Saturday night.
And keep your fingers crossed and your prayers coming for
the folks who will be confronting Hurricane Florence these days.
Until next time, have a great week, keep cool, keep dry, but
hydrated! sheis@ymail.com
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Caring for our parents
(Part 2 of 2)

Giselle Bellanger

Last week’s article addressed a
challenge that most of us will face
eventually; that of caring of for our
parents. I described many different
situations and the effect on the
“adult child” who must meet their
parents’ needs while raising their own
children, maintaining a demanding
career, living out of town, etc.
Must do no matter what
Everyone must create certain legal
documents, “advance directives”,
before any problems occur. It is so
much more difficult to make decisions
in the midst of a crisis or stressful
situation. It is essential to know who
(one or more persons) is legally
allowed and required to make both the
medical and financial decisions if the
person became incapacitated. Everyone
seems to know this is necessary, but
not everyone follows through and gets
it done. Things quickly become very
complicated if such documents are
not in place. You must have a living
will and power of attorney letters and
a patient advocate form and/or health
care proxy. These must be drawn up
ahead of time while the person is still
of “sound mind” or considered capable
of making such decisions. They cannot
be made afterwards!
Can you imagine what it’s like to try
to check someone into the ER when
they have had a seizure or a stroke
or are hallucinating or don’t know
who they are because of dementia?
Then imagine, trying to get them to
agree to some procedure or to sign
a waiver, etc.… it’s not happening!
In the beginning of dealing with my
Dad’s Alzheimer’s, we had power of
attorney letters but no patient advocate
form registered with the hospital. After
a great deal of arguing and insisting
that my Dad couldn’t sign his name,
we finally took his hand and wrote an
“X” as his signature. It is very stressful
and upsetting for the patient who is
confused, for the staff, and for the

RN, LCSW

family. Financially, imagine if suddenly
in an emergency, you (the adult child)
couldn’t get access to your parents’ bank
account or couldn’t sign on their credit
cards? What if you never completed the
power of attorney letter giving you the
right to handle their banking; sign their
checks and credit cards, sign their tax
returns, handle property transactions,
pay bills; mortgages, utilities, deal with
their health insurance, social security,
etc.????
I’ll tell you “what if”… you would
have the nightmare of legally obtaining
“conservatorship” or “guardianship”.
And then you would have to keep
impeccable expense records to show
that you have not misappropriated the
money or properties, and would then
present these records in court every
year for approval. I’m sure no one
thinks that sounds fun! When choosing
between getting advance directives
and power of attorney letters drawn
up or waiting for the sudden incident
or disease that requires that you go
to court, no one would intentionally
choose the latter. Act now!
Other conversations to have
Ask your parents (or those of you at
this age, please consider), where they
want to live if one of them is widowed
or becomes ill, or unable to live alone
or on their own anymore. Many adult
children just assume that their parent
will come live with them when the
time comes and never even ask their
parent what they want.
Most elderly who have moved
away to warmer weather do not want
to return to the northern cold winters,
for example, nor do they want to
live among the chaos of you raising
your children, or they don’t want
to give up their home, their friends,
their lifestyle, their pet, nor their
independence. These are serious
and challenging considerations when
deciding what and how to help them.
If they can no longer take care of

themselves or it isn’t safe for them
to live alone, what do they want to
do? Do they want to hire in-home
staff, move into a senior citizen living
center, or go to an assisted living or
nursing home? Most people do not
prefer the whole nursing home idea.
In fact, they would rather consider
almost any other option. Once my
father realized he had Alzheimer’s,
he specifically made us promise not to
put him in a nursing home or assisted
living facility. Besides the disease
process itself, that was his greatest
fear and concern. In fact, nobody
wants to be left alone or forgotten or
only visited sporadically around the
holidays because “they don’t know
any different anyway”.
Obstacles
You must also consider obstacles
to such choices. Assisted living and
nursing homes do not allow pets, for
instance. One colleague told me about
an elderly patient who has Alzheimer’s
and refuses to leave her home because
she refuses to give up her dog. This is
a very real emotional attachment and
should not be underestimated. Many
facilities have long waiting lists that
could take months or years to get in
or they may not accept patients with
certain diagnoses.
Then there is the emotional
detachment of letting go of all
of their belongings, selling their

home, and leaving their memories
behind. Everyone fights for their
independence and resists anyone’s
attempts to take that away, so imagine
being told “you can no longer drive,
give me the keys”, or “you might set
the house on fire, you can no longer
cook for yourself”. Imagine going
from a home with several rooms to a
one room space that you are supposed
to adapt to and feel comfortable.
The financial drain of assisted living
and nursing homes is tremendous. The
average cost starts at $56,000/year and
any long term stay is not covered on
insurance or Medicare. In-home care
could cost less or as much or more,
depending on the number of hours/
week you have staff. The financial
burden must be considered and talked
about beforehand. Believe it or not,
it is sometimes worth considering
qualifying them for Medicaid. No
matter what you or your parents’
financial situation, there is a lot to
consider, strategize, and plan.
Ask your parents where they want
to die; in the hospital or at home. Ask
them how they want to die; what life
sustaining and/or saving measures,
a “DNR” (do not resuscitate) order,
hospice, etc. Ask if they want to be
cremated or buried and where.
Although these subjects may make
you or your parents uncomfortable,
they should not be avoided.

Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available for appointments in person, by phone,
or by skype webcam. Contact info: ggbelangerpv@gmail.com Mex cell: 044 (322) 138-9552
or US cell: (312) 914-5203
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Harriet Murray

Canadian and American business practices
If we understand social and
business customs of our neighbors,
it is easier to accomplish an
objective between parties.
In our market of Puerto Vallarta
from Barra de Navidad in the south
to Lo de Marcos on the north,
we have the three nationalities
living and working together.
Here we reference the Canadians
and Americas while in their own
countries. Next, we will review
the Mexican business practices and
highlight their differences from
their two North American cousins.
CANADA
In Canada, punctuality is
considered important.
As a
foreigner, you will be expected to
be prompt, even if your Canadian
counterpart is not.
In negotiating, styles tend to be
very similar to those in the United
States, although the pace may
be slightly slower.
Canadians
associate the United States with
self-promotion and “hype.”
Never inflate a product’s benefits;
it could generate claims of illegal
promotion. When dealing with
French Canadians, it is important
to have all material written in
French, as well as English.
In general, the manners of
English-speaking
Canadians
are similar to those of Englishspeaking U.S. citizens. Canadian
business people expect a firm
handshake, direct eye contact, and
an open, friendly manner.
Despite
these
similarities,
English-speaking Canadians are
closer to the reserved traditions of
the British than U.S. citizens.

It is important not to come off
as an overbearing boor from the
United States.
Acknowledge Canadians’ desire
for a “Canadian identity.” French
Canadians may stand closer while
talking, use more expansive
gestures, and are more likely to
touch during a conversation.
Canada is multi ethnic nationBritish, French, Inuit, Indian,
German, and the etiquette of
business people may reflect their
ethnic background. For example,
many wealthy Hong Kong
Chinese have acquired Canadian
citizenship. Their habits may be
very different from those of other
Canadians.
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
In the United States, punctuality
is highly emphasized. If you are
going to be late, call and let your
contact know. You should be
prompt to a dinner invitation. If
you are invited to a cocktail party,
you can be a few minutes late; you
do not need to call if you are up to
half an hour late.
Business is done at lightning
speed in comparison to many
cultures. U.S. sales people may
bring final contracts to their first
meeting with prospective clients.
In large firms, contracts can
often be approved by one middle
manager in one meeting.
While knowing the right people
and having many contacts in
business is valuable, it is not
seen as being as important for a
salesperson as a good history of
sales. Sales staffs are evaluated

and compensated on their “track
records” rather than the potential
or exploiting of their contacts.
The normal focus in negotiations
is the “bottom line” of financial
issues, new technology, and shortterm rewards. US executives begin
talking about business after a brief
exchange of small talk wherever
they are meeting: home, office or
a restaurant.
The United States is the most
litigious society in the world, and
there are lawyers who specialize
in every industry and segment of
society.
The standard start to a
conversation is “What do you do”
meaning what kind of work do you
do and for whom?” This question
is not considered rude or boring.
Until you know a person well,
do not discuss religion, money,
politics, race, family planning, or
sex discrimination. Topics that
can be discussed are a person’s job,
travel foods and dieting, exercise,
sports, music, movies, and books.
Most business people have
business cards, but they are not
exchanged unless you want to
contact the person later. Your card
will not be refused, but you may
not be given one in exchange.

Don’t be offended by this. The
business card will probably be put
into a wallet or purse and is not
meant to show disrespect.
If you are offered food or drink,
you are not obligated to accept.
Also, your host will probably not
urge you to eat, so help yourself
whenever you want. Many foods
are eaten with the hands and it is
not considered rude to eat while
walking; many people also eat in
their cars while driving.
In greeting, the standard is a
smile, often accompanied by a
nod, wave or verbal greeting. In
business situations, a handshake
is used, which is very firm. Weak
handshakes are taken as a sign of
weakness.
Men usually wait for women to
offer their hand before shaking.
The greeting “how are you?” is
not an inquiry about your health.
The best response is short and
something such as “Fine, thank
you.”
This material is taken from the
“Kiss, Bow or Shake Hands,”
written by Morrison, Conaway
Borden.

Harriet Murray
Can be contacted at harriet@casasandvillas.com www.casasandvillas.com
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EMERGENCY
Phone Numbers
PUERTO VALLARTA & RIVIERA NAYARIT

Ongoing Events & More...
Historical Naval Museum
(right next to Los Arcos Amphitheater) $45. Pesos.
Voladores de Papantla perform @ 6 p.m.
on the Malecon in front of La Bodeguita del Medio.
Mondays to Saturdays - 9 & 11 a.m. + 1 & 3 p.m. - El Salado
Estuary Mangroves Tours, bilingual guides.
Reserve at 226-2878 or 044 (322) 175-7539.

Emergency Line: 911
178-8999 / Emergency: 911
178-8800 / Emergency: 222-1527

In Guadalajara: 01 333 268-2100
Emergency: 01 555 080-2000
Email: conagencypuertov@state.gov

Tuesdays - 10 a.m. - Humanitarian Tour of Corazón de
Niña, including brunch. Reserve with Melissa: 224-9209
or email admin@corazondenina.mx
Tuesdays - 12 noon - 6 p.m. Ceviche & Aguachile Fair by the Pier on Fca. Rodriguez
Wednesdays - Tango class: 7-8 p.m., Practilonga! 8-10
p.m.- at J&B Dancing Club, Fco. Madero 178. Free!
Thursdays - 1-2 p.m. - Intelligent Movement Forever
classes w/ Via Anderson. Info: yogawithvia@gmail.com
or www.intelligentmovmentforever.com
Fridays - 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. - PuRR Project Adoptions in Plaza Marina
Fridays - Shabbat Services & dinner.
Info & Reservations: Rabbi@chabadvallarta.com

Fridays - 9:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Marsol Market - by the pier
Saturdays - 11 a.m.-2 p.m. - AngeliCat & Acopio Pet
Adoptions - at Plaza Caracol
Saturdays - 5 p.m. - Bilingual Mass - at Our Lady of
Guadalupe - near main square
Saturdays - 12 noon to 1 p.m. - Metaphysical Group at the Cuale Cultural Center at the east end of Isla Cuale
Info: Rev.CorinaScherer@gmail.com
Sundays - 6 to 7 p.m. - Municipal Band,
7 to 8 p.m. - Danzon Music - Dancing in the main square
SPCA - To find your perfect companion animal rescued by the
SPCA, please contact spcapv@gmail.com

PLEASE leaf through this issue for the many events that
do not appear here ...and JOIN US ON FACEBOOK!
N.B.: All events are subject to change without notice.

For a comprehensive list of most -if not all- charity groups and
non-profit organizations in and around PV, you may want to check out:
ww.puertovallarta.net/fast_facts/non-profit.php
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Sunday Church Services

AEROTRON
226-8440
AIR CANADA 01 800 719-2827
AIR TRANSAT 01 800 900-1431
ALASKA
01 800 252-7522
AMERICAN 01 800 904-6000
CONTINENTAL
See United
DELTA
01 800 266-0046
FRONTIER 01 800 432-1359
INTERJET
01 800 011-2345
SUN COUNTRY 01 800 924-6184
UNITED
01 800 864-8331
US AIRWAYS 01 800 428-4322
AEROMEXICO 01 800 021-4000
SOUTHWEST 01 800 435 9792
WESTJET
01 800 514 7288
VOLARIS
01 551 102-8000
Solution to crossword on page 23

Solution to Sudoku on page 23

(See location number on Central Map)

Airline Directory

10 a.m. - Traditional Christian communion service – at the Anglican
Church Puerto Vallarta (formerly Christ Church by the sea)

35

Animal lovers! These are the
Facebook pages of some PV
non-profits that love them too.
animalistas de puerto vallarta
22,600+ friends
PV AnimalAc
PV’s Animal Shelter
pv mexico adopt foster and
flight angels
assists the Animal Shelter
PuRR Project
1,000+ followers
www.purrproject.com
AngeliCat
8,300+ followers
Paraíso Felino
1,300+ followers
www.paraisofelino.com
Match Dog Com Puerto
Vallarta
2,000+ followers
MexPup
7,500+ followers
www.mexpup.com
Colina Spay and Neuter
Clinic
1,800+ followers
Peace Animals
8,300+ followers
www.peaceanimals.org
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Summer phone frenzy – part 4
Last week we covered another
one of the big players in the
smartphone sector, Apple. This
week we’ll get to the mid-range
smartphone that I’ve teased you
about for a few weeks now.
Now there is one main mid-range
smartphone that has caught my
eye (and that of trusted hardware
reviewers) the past few years.
Full disclosure: I have not gone
through the expense of buying
one yet, to test out first hand,
but this review is based on the
hardware specifications and handson reviews by some techies that I
really do trust.
The OnePlus 6, has for several
years now, been a favorite of many
techies for the internal hardware,
rivaling Samsung and any of the
Android family. On the outer
design, this year’s model makes the
OnePlus 6 feel extra special with its
completely new outer design with
“Gorilla glass” both front and back.
It’s now made almost completely
of glass, which curves around the
rear and feels more premium, with

a rim of metal sandwiched between
the glass to add some rigidity.
OnePlus has positioned itself as
this year’s “flagship killer”, with
all the performance and features
the average smartphone user, could
possibly want from any mid-range
smartphone, rolled into a package
that costs hundreds less than higher
end offerings from Apple, Samsung
and Google.
The OnePlus 6 comes with a top
of the line 6.28-inch AMOLED (a
la Google Pixel and Samsung s9)
and even slightly larger screen
size than those two’s own 5.5” and
5.8” respectively. The resolution
is an impressive 1080 x 2280,
comparable to the upcoming
Google Pixel 3, but less than the
Samsung S9.
The OnePlus 6 comes with
Android 8.1 Oreo. Storage starts
at the same 64GB as the Samsung
and Google phones, while the RAM
starts at 6GB vs 4GB on the two big
boys. The rear dual lens camera is a
20 and 16 megapixel camera, while
the front camera is at 16 megapixels.

One caveat, while on the surface the
OnePlus 6 does beat the big boys
on camera specs, there are some
internals like high end stabilization
that are missing here.
On the battery front, the OnePlus 6
battery comes in at 3,300 mAh, which
beats the other two at 2900 and 3000
mAh. The OnePlus 6 does not have
the water resistance feature, that the
higher end smartphone have, so no
swimming with this smartphone!
But hey, they would have to cut
some features somewhere, to meet a
better price point.
Speaking of which, the starting
price for this rebel, at the base
64GB storage, is just $529. US for
an “unlocked”, ready to use with
any carrier!! If this smartphone
were $200. US more expensive, the
OnePlus 6 would still be worthy of
a recommendation, but starting at
$529. US, it’s a steal for a solid
Android smartphone.
The added feature that the
OnePlus 6 has is that it comes
with a dual sim card capability (so
that you can easily use the phone
on two carriers without having to
change your sim cards) and this
is a rarity, since US carriers have
blocked this feature (big surprise)
from mainstream smartphones.
Even without some extras
the big boys have, like wireless
charging, expandable storage or
water resistance, the OnePlus 6 gets
closer to covering all the bases and
fulfilling most users’ demands from

a smartphone. This bad boy does
so this while saving you hundreds
compared with the base $720. US
Galaxy S9, let alone even pricier
handsets like the $849. Google Pixel
and the $999. Apple iPhone X.
If you want to pick up a OnePlus
6, it isn’t as widely sold by cellular
carriers yet nor do they have their
own retail shops like Samsung,
Apple or Google’s smartphones.
Your best bet is to order online
from Amazon, from reputable
Amazon sellers.
I myself am even thinking of
dipping my toe into the Android
pond (audible gasp from the crowd)
to test this this one out first hand
and possibly use as a secondary
smartphone to my iPhone. I’ll let you
know if I hide my iPhone members’
card and dawn a fake mustache to go
to pick one of these up.
That’s all my time for now. If
you’d like to download this article
or previous ones, you can do so at
www.RonnieBravo.com and click
on “articles”. See you again next
week... until then, remember: only
safe Internet!

Ronnie Bravo
can be found at CANMEX Computers.
www.RonnieBravo.com Sales, Repairs,
Data Recovery, Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware
upgrades, Graphic Design, House-calls
available. Cellular 044-322-157-0688
or just email to Canmex@Gmail.com
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Tommy Clarkson

Baby Rubber Plant
Peperomia obtusifolla ‘Variegata’
Family: Piperaceae
Also known as: Pepper Face,
Desert Privet or Blunt-Leaved
Peperomia
In my ongoing quest to find as
much information as possible, I
look in all manner of places. As
a result - it may not surprise some
who know me - in the archives of
the Washington Post, from March
24th 1977 and written by Jane
Steffey was this lead on her story:
“Indoor gardeners will find among
the Peperomias a wide choice

of easy-to-care for houseplants,
satisfying because of their
adaptability to home environment
and their diversity of leaf pattern.”
But, herein, we will focus yet
further as regards the, yet for
specific,
Peperomia
obtusiflia
species. Of this, there are no few
cultivar variants all based on the base
species as discussed in Volume I of
“The Civilized Jungle.” However,
several who’ve visited our gardens or
corresponded with me have inquired
about its various “kin.”
But let’s first enter this discussion
via the genus proper, Peperomia,
made up of over 1,000 species.
These epiphytic flowering plants

Planted to grow – and show - against a contrasting background
is great way to display this species.
are native to Mexico, to northern
jungles of South America and the
Caribbean, with a few species
found in Africa and southern Asia.
I’ve also heard these called radiator
plants. Their flowers are minute
and tightly packed on slender or
cone-shaped spikes which occur at
the stem tips or from stems along

Pretty neat looking leaf, huh?

the leaf joints. They are produced
at various times of the year. And I
know you’ve been pondering that
Latin name. Yes, they’re of the
same family as black pepper.
The variations are enjoyed
greatly as potted specimens as a
result of their quite ornamental
Continued on next page...
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foliage. Some varieties have even
successfully been used as ground
cover – if in locales where the
temperature does not exceed the
low 80’s (F). But, for all intents
and gardening purposes, they
generally want shade and moisture
in well-draining soil. Keep in mind
that overwatering will virtually
guarantee its roots to rot.
These evergreen perennials grow
up to ten inches (25 cm) tall and
broad, with cupped leathery leaves
and narrow spikes of white flowers
up to five inches (12 cm) long.
They have somewhat long stems
with glossy, rounded, rather bluntedged leaves of three to four inches
(8-10 cm) long. Its stems are
slightly purple. Their maximum
height is around a foot (30 cm). Its
white flower spikes are only two to
three inches (5-8 cm) long.
Unlike the base species of dark
green leaves which need shade
from the sun during the hottest
months, these like a few hours of
sunshine every day. Make sure
that you don’t forget that in spite
of their succulent-like appearance,
they are not desert plants and
require high humidity during their
growing season. As to feeding,
apply a standard liquid fertilizer
once a month – and then only at
half-strength and only during its
growing season, approximately
mid-spring to autumn. Too much
fertilizer will cause untypical
growth and ultimately it will
collapse. And finally - this is

Following are four of its
particularly favorite “cousins”:
Peperomia obtusifolia ‘Alba’ variegated form with pale lemon
yellow new leaves that deepen
in color with age (I just gray and
wrinkle!); Peperomia obtusifolia
‘Albo-marginata’
is
another
variegated form sporting graygreen leaves with silvery white
borders; Peperomia obtusifolia
‘Greengold’ of variegations with
patches of cream or yellow; and
Peperomia obtusifolia ‘Minima’
which is simply a dwarf form of
Peperomia obtusifolia.
Hopefully this has helped
more than it has hindered your
appreciation for the Baby Rubber
Tree Plant.

Be - oh so very careful – to not overwater them.
quite important - water your Baby
Rubber Plant only when is clearly
needed and do so then only very
sparingly.
They are best grown in a peatbased potting mixture – we use
coconut fiber (coir) in lieu of
peat. Because they have such a
small root base they’ll do just fine
in small pots, bowls and hanging
baskets. The Baby Rubber Plant
can be used in terrariums, mixed
planters or inside, on a shelf by a
warm, sunny window. Beyond
their attractiveness, as a houseplant,

they actually provide a healthful
function in that they clean the air
by emitting high oxygen content
as well as purifying indoor air
through removal of chemical like
formaldahyde or other toxins. See,
it’s not just another pretty face!
Just as the three most important
aspects of retail sales are location,
location, location, if not planted
in the correct locale and hence
subject to stagnant air, Peperomia
obtusifolia is susceptible to grey
mold (botrytis) which may appear
at the stem’s base.

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_
Review-g150791-d5984161-Reviews-Ola_
Brisa_Gardens-Manzanillo_Pacific_Coast.html

Tommy Clarkson
In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens,
Tommy and Patty’s verdant, multi-terraced
tropical paradise nestled on a hill overlooking
the magnificent vista of Santiago Bay.
Leisurely meander its curved, paved path,
experiencing, first hand, a delicious array
of palms, plants and flowers from all over
the world. Or e-mail questions to him at
olabrisa@gmail.com For back issues of
“Roots”, gardening tips, tropical plant book or
to schedule a tropical garden lunch, please
visit www.olabrisagardens.com

https://www.facebook.com/
olabrisagardens?ref=hl
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33. Faucet fault
34. Writer ___ Stanley
Gardner

Across

1

1. Dogie catcher

14

15

16

1. Homeowner's pride

17

18

19

2. Distinctive atmosphere

38. Polish-born author
Sholem

3. Guys-only

40. Supermodel Heidi

4. Boozer

41. Greaseless

5. Wisconsin city on Lake
Winnebago

42. Old-fashioned music
halls

6. All the way around

43. Fixes, as a report

7. Feathered missile

44. Field marshal Rommel
and others

6. What a tout may tout
10. Cheese in a mousetrap, e.g.
14. Road runners

2

3

4

20

5

21

15. Uncommon

6

24

31

32

18. Fedora feature

36

37

21. Sweater selection?

28

29

39

40

11

12

13

30
33

34

35

38

41

42

44
47

10

25

17. Rage

27

9

23

26

20. Racehorse, slangily

8

22

16. ___ Domini

19. James of TV's "Las Vegas"

7

8. What icicles do

43

9. Advanced study group

45

48

10. Jim of "Gilligan's Island"

24. Versiﬁer

46

25. Mal de mer symptom

50

26. Shrek's lady, e.g.

56

57

58

29. Exams for would-be attys.

60

61

62

31. Feudal tribunal?

63

64

65

49
51

11. Diarist Nin

52

53

54

55

59

22. Home of straw, maybe

47. Open, as a toothpaste
tube
48. Preﬁx with ﬂuoride
49. Bit of shattered glass
51. Los Angeles Sparks'
org.

58. No longer dirt
60. Ball in a sewing room
61. Beam with a 90 degree bend

24. Coatrack parts
26. Gumbo vegetable

54. Breast implant
materials

27. Bite like a beaver

55. Comics dog

62. Bacteria in an outbreak

28. Frost

59. One-spot

53. "Many years ___ …"

63. Healthful resorts

29. Singer Lenya

56. It follows a curtain's rise

64. Cloth measure

30. Catch waves

65. Taste or touch

32. Hoofbeat

37. It's put in an env.

49. Brother of Cain and Abel

38. Preﬁx with space

50. Was familiar with a
summertime allergen?

44. Secretly run off together
45. Sent to the canvas

13. Island nation east of Fiji

46. Gives the go-ahead

52. Neighbor of Tenn.

36. Aids in storming castle gates 46. Defeat in a footrace

40. Bow with a price tag?

12. Cockamamie

35. Pigeon-___

23. Women's suffrage
leader Carrie Chapman ___

33. Tennis umpire's call

39. Wonderment

Down

57. Ancient Andean

Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle.
The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each
row, column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they
might improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental
decline and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution to Sudoku on Page 19

53. Bell-ringing company

Solution to Crossword
on Page 19

